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Best-Dressed Campus Sailors Will Wear Two-Piece Outfits of Midnight Blue

With the advent of spring, comes news from the Navy department that rifles for nailing this season that that's definitely on the smart side. The jumper is a flattering hip length, and the lines are delicate enough to reveal the physique to best advantage. Navy fashion note is the bottom trousers (see cut) with a straight line of management of the trousers. The trousers have no buttons as a fastening. This two-piece is the suit for formal occasions with extra dash added to the form of three yards of eggshell white broad trimming collar. Shirring of the jumber are rather full and ruffled in all the right places and give the couple about-town air to sophisticated occasions.

A staredch stitched white turned-up hat in that same delicate shade of eggshell white at a jaunty angle will soon draw the eye of the fairness of his midnight blue beret on a more dignified appearance to show off. Last but not least, may we mention a broad-shouldered midnight blue jacket to ward off those sharp early spring winds and you'll be cozy with comfort as well as losing your right best ahead of the newest fashions. Through the BICYCLE WINDOW

Do you feel intellectually inferior when you sit in history 1-07? Or do you wish you had a good read before you went to the movies or on the cob? Come to the library—reading will solve your problem. Now our reading should begin early to be most beneficial, they say. Why procrastinate? Do it now! Take down that Bunny Brown and his Sister Sue on Grandpa's Farm and look inside. You'll be pleased. From the new widely known author, Aunt Lu builds Sue on with her slip covers and emotional expression. Reaching out to the next shelf is a new title in the pink chronicle of Laura Lee Hope is Loutsa Mae Alocit's immortal Little Women. Its pathless tears as your heart—its romance is unrealised—its strangeness is gripping. Can you imagine a gay galaxy? If you tell the librarian to lead you to the English shelves. In English's latest adventure (the library has the new concept one) you will find in Loutsa of England leading the life of the gay galaxy—by the grace of a liberal education in itself! A must for the faculty or to deserve equal attention. Such classics as The Rover of Rohan of Percival, and several other adventures are filmed spiritual uplift to the youth of many a generation. Just ask your

the 64-dollar question

What is your philosophy of life? I believe that sleep is the most essential factor for man's healthful and cultural advancement. My extensive research has culminated in the formulation of this theory: Slaun-boring in one's chamber will prolong life's expectancy by half the score of years while moments of repose at unopportune moments tend to hasten one's demise from this mortal coil.

... AL SNOWFIELD V-8

Science has taken great strides in recent years and I point with pride to the development of the car as the fairest example. It is absolutely necessary for navigating the streets of Kolliktville. Although the paint comes off easily in even minor collisions, the damage is negligible.

... BIRD HANKWITZ V-do

I am drama. Shakespeare and I have the same depth of feeling. To be in tune with the events of life was once the real treasure. Now one's reading should begin with simple reading materials, not like carbon copies. Take the few who really do love the classics of this world, and the world is a tragedy—Why be gay? Why be weak? Why be卑微?

... R. HERNANDO ILOEFITZR

Our philosophy is that two can live twice as cheaply as one because of duplicate copies make us simpler than some people do, like carbon copies. Take the few who really do love the classics of this world, and the world is a tragedy—Why be gay? Why be weak? Why be卑微?

... VINCENT MALAKANDIDONATA V-FI

When approached on this subject, Mr. H. Haddock's only look was disguised and quipped, "How dare you insinuate that I should tolerate such shallow insights!"

The Yoursinus Weakly

J. R. C. Commentator

WEEK POST-WAR GOVERNMENT

Every day, we hear different views propounded on the important issue of post-war peace. We will supply you with the facts, enlightenment, collaboration, arbitration, and even a perfect peace plan and a solution. Here is our plan: operation, education, inflation, isolation, session, and peace. But where does all of this get us? If one of us had to make the peace terms, that one person would be just like an A-plus in Mrs. Clayton's record files.

However, we do fear, boys and girls, for The Yoursinus Weekly. We do not have a plan for peace which will be really peaceful. In solving this problem, we had to make many difficult decisions when everything was under control now and no one need worry about a thing. At first, we thought that Carney or Marshall was the man to head this tremendous job, but soon we have decided that a real man of the world in the only kind who could do it.

He can stabilize the budget and put the country back on its feet. Taxes will be low—say, $10 a month. And there will be equal distribution of wealth and jobs. And with such a man in the White House, we will have a really lovely first lady.

Dr. Jeanne Miller, an unabashed, unquestioned Democrat, who is now serving as ambassador to Reading, will give the nation the thought for the day.

Kolliktville's own Bessy Menncho White is our choice for Secretary Perkons point. If they're going to have a woman on the wheel there, let's give her a good one. At her side will be Blue J. Cook.

Dr. Liver-pill Carter will stimulate the public by his stirring addresses. However, no phone numbers will be given.

EDITORIAL

All major dances this year have been free of charge. Let's support this prom and give the senior girls some of the things that normally cover all expenses. Let's support this prom and give the senior girls some of the things that normally cover all expenses. Let's support this prom and give the senior girls some of the things that normally cover all expenses.

SAUCIANS

Alumni—Erica and Victor

Terms:

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

J. B. H. 11-76

The Yoursinus Weakly

Haven't Scratched Yet

BIG CHEESE—Sunny Bright

LITTLE CHEESE—Shorty Kunz

CHEESE TID-BITS—Lonely Houdini, Blacky Bregar, Elise E. Nuff

PHYS-EDITORS—Rebel Yote, C. E. Nuff

FUTURE STUFF—Cliver Cover, Alice Haan't

Yank McClellen.

NEWS STAFF—Shelley Blackburn '45, Herbert Blauk '45, Missy Jane Brown '45, Margaret Riedon '45, Doris Isherwood '45, Sherry Dinkham '45, Jennifer DeKoski '45, Eileen Kolitch '45, J. B. H. 11-76

ADVISORY STAFF—Dutch Dunham '45, Missy Jane Brown '45, Margaret Riedon '45, Doris Isherwood '45, Sherry Dinkham '45, Jennifer DeKoski '45, Eileen Kolitch '45, J. B. H. 11-76

SUGGESTIONS—How many times have you heard yourself say, "What is your philosophy of life?" I believe that sleep is the most essential factor for man's healthful and cultural advancement. My extensive research has culminated in the formulation of this theory: Slaun-boring in one's chamber will prolong life's expectancy by half the score of years while moments of repose at unopportune moments tend to hasten one's demise from this mortal coil.

... AL SNOWFIELD V-8
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no more exams to disturb noise hours in dormitories.

After the last meeting of the newly-formed Senate, several students and faculty members met to discuss how to improve campus life, including giving students more freedoms and privileges and encouraging more student involvement in campus activities.

vote kollitchelle reely nee has a good, fast bus to harleslyles, yet

Vote Kollitchelle needs a bus line to Harleslyles. Buses should run hourly only on a route. Ve was talking it over in the common area of de e day and Ching was saying as how de bahamian now on no way to get dey to market. Dan would be de cooperation because de bahamian could make dey a holy day off it and take dey famliy do. De vinf could see de all people and vinf de city fowl seaving this year. Arist dev should get used to file storey bldggs. and red-bull dey and when dey say in de world vunce now. The Kollitch kids from Your- Wow like in Harleslyle bldg. They had been raised op in refinings. dey and dey alivede to filey gots dey are. Well, dey deilnichaus. But bus line would be a good idea now.

new vany officer played piano for jones, nelson

by Jane Brunsch 47

James D. Patterson, Yeoman I of USNR, is rather new on campus. Of course, he is accompanied by his accomplished piano playing. He is from Philadelphia, plus, has been in the Navy for two years. After receiving his degree in music at Temple, he went to the United States Naval Reserve Base. He was in the Navy Yard, and later to Naval Air Station. There, he was an officer in the Navy.

Mr. Godshall confided to the re- porters that the whole idea for him to finance a new girl's dormitory, which involves a great deal of money. Godshall is a chief interest in music, and he has played with various bands. He had worked with the girl's dormitory tour was intended, but ten weeks later it was canceled and declared, to help refund the losses to the state. Patterson is one of the most famous and greatest rock and roll stars. "But they can't do it," he declares that their main difficulty in France was the language. They used to go into a restaurant and be unable to order. They had to ask from table to table, with the waiter usually able to understand the food, to indicate what they wished.

invite your friends- if they have 50 cents

"We shall have it by July," declared H. Honorocer Godshall, superintendent of dormitories and of the girl's dormitory. (Initially, the girl's dormitory was under the supervision of Mr. Godshall, but since the final date for Pageant voting was set for May 30, and Joyce Behler '44 became the manager in charge of the fund.)

Juniors will feature lugofeal'soughes at the spring formal

Jack Loughhead and His Equities will furnish the music for the annual Junior pageant which will be held in the Thomason-Goff gymnasium on Friday, April 18.

The orchestra which proved popular at previous Ursinus dances features Jim Tink on the drums and the maestro on the trumpet. General Chairman Joe O'Leary, who initiated the idea, will be the soloist this evening.

After the final ballot on Tuesday, May 20, and Joyce Behler '44 became the manager in charge of the fund. (Anita Hess, blonde English major and later to be a_...in her infancy, she was in the courtroom and her older sister, Marian, was a...)
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THE MAIL BOX

Ed. note: The K.K.K.K.M.K.&E.B. Ko. Incorporated regrets to write that the supply of their product the name of the movie to be based on Buz will contact all of the Kollitch students. The plot is temporarily a military one. Palacio. Weakly for publication. We hope the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, however, as Lovella Parsons mentioned. Good accident insurance. Betty on this campus, the Ko. has written a Kollitch, according to an ordinary secret. A love angle will probably be included.

My dear Mlle. Cieuntsseeier, weeks and have chosen the Your- Dr. Norman E. that too many students aren't dis- appointed. Talent scouts have been keeping an eye on local V-12's for two ler in yesterday's column. Kleenie-Klippo Kombination Mous- Victory' movie. next week to permit the shooting to the east to star in the 'V-12 for women's classes will be cancelled at the right time. Nancy Ekstrom.

Kleenie-Klippo Kombination Mous- tasch Klipper and Egg Beater has flown. Navy officials agreed to give full of campus scenes. sound-proof room for the civilian monkey house of obtaining one stocks of the K.K.K.K.K. &E.B. alias the Kwickie-Kleenie-Klippo-Monkey, Giraffe, and Retired street activity can be viewed at the Office of Moustasch Foilage Growing) that the only

among Our Alumni

Lt. C. Kenneth Bryan '40 has reported that he has arrived at New Caledonia after having been stationed with the Navy at Seattle, Washington, for over a year. Gracemary Greene Bryan '42, his wife, is living at her home in Reading. Now stationed at Oahu, Hawaii, are Floyd D. Mulford '28, and Eugene Shelley '37. There they are taking further business courses and expect to remain for some time at that post.

CALENDAR

Today
Amy's Arguing club meeting
Women's Arguing club meeting, 8:00 p.m.

Tomorrow
Curtain club meeting, 7:30 p.m.

Next day
East End Musicals, 8:00 p.m.
No hip featuring Glenn Miller, 7:30-9:00 p.m.

Tuesday
Hen sessions in Bomberger, 6:30 p.m.

Friday
Production of Voice of the Turtle, guy Thompson Jim, 10-2 a.m.
We under the auspices of the brotherhood of St. Paul.

Monday
Exit sailors, via thumb, 2-2:30 p.m. (post marching) Begin screen beta for MGM's forthcoming 'No Navy Blues at Yoursinus' under the major direction of Lusenat Minor, FreeBSD reception room, after lunch.

THE YOURSINUS WEAKLY

MONDAY, MARCH 23, 1944

Interview

(Continued from page 3) to order. He also played in London back in 1937. Patterson considers Benny Good- man the finest musician of all times. He is mainly interested in vocal instrumental arrangement, and expects to do work in that field when he leaves the Navy.

National Union Radio Corporation

BAKER ROAD

LANSDALE, PENNA.
So, you help the service men
If you were away in camp,
you'd know how much that call
and there's a big rush on many

Sunshine among the gloom
... seems to be Stanley McCandless's present lot. Recently, the Senator had him down to the Broadwood court to a layout to strengthen their squad for the playoffs against Wilmington. He was rejected, however, because all his passes to other teammates came off the rim of the basket. The rays of sunshine come from Stanley's private life, where his muddled social position is in the process of clearing up.

Chatter. Dick Hunter has sent in his application for admission to the Corps of Cadets. He has also visited the Wesleyan Tech, which offered him a scholarship to attend.

Five seniors pass exams

After watching the girls' basketball game this week, several senior physical education majors decided that they should quit helping the situation, seeing how many of them were not scoring points. They determined that the situation is hopeless, and decided to give up the sport for the season.

Jeannie Mathews. Betty Kierin, Ann McDaniel, Mildred Hallett, and Julia Ludwig felt that the team was out of control and needed help. They decided to quit and to become members of the Philadelphia Athletic Club.

Anne Mathews, Betty Kierin, Ann McDaniel, Mildred Hallett, and Julia Ludwig felt that the team was out of control and needed help. They decided to quit and to become members of the Philadelphia Athletic Club.

We return to Yousinus where Director of Athletics. Paino, and Coach Hefferman are worried about the defense of the team. The Yousinus, which is coached by Yank microwave, is in a difficult situation.

Says (GOOD LUCK)

The Philadelphia Athletic Club's President, Jack Brookes, and Julia Ludwick felt that Yousinus needs more representation in the organization. The prettiest wave in all Hunter legge d race ...

They're lucky, get a nice write-up by quaintance.

Have a Coca-Cola—Kia Ora

Kay era, says the New Zealander to wish you well. Have a "Koka", it's the way the Yanks say it and he's a friend. It says Welcome neighbor from Auckland to Alberquerque, "Round the globe, Coca-Cola sends for the pause that refreshes, but becomes the high-sign between friendly-minded people. So, of course, Coca-Cola belongs in your latitudes at home.

MACHINES AT WORK
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